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Abstract
We present a light-weight event tracing toolkit for realtime operating systems on the Intel x86 platform. Our
approach is wait-free, multiprocessor-safe, and introduces very low overhead. Only a single unconditional
jump instruction is required to distinguish between enabled and disabled events. As a case study, we traced
the locking behavior of the Linux kernel and several
soft real-time multimedia applications. Our results provide strong support for the wide-spread assumption that
short non-nested critical sections are the common case
in practice.

1 Introduction
When developing operating systems and embedded systems, event tracing facilities are an essential tool. Such
facilities allow developers to trace the behavior of the
system being developed by collecting performance and
state data while the system in question executes for later
offline analysis. The ability to better understand observed behaviors and to obtain high-resolution timing
information greatly helps to both debug failures and improve performance. Thus, it is not surprising that there
has been considerable recent interest in tracing frameworks [5, 7, 11, 19, 20].
Prior work. For general-purpose operating systems,
powerful and flexible solutions have been developed and
integrated into commercially-available products. For example, the DTrace facility of the Solaris 10 operating
system, developed by Sun Microsystems [5], offers flexible dynamic instrumentation support. By embedding
a virtual machine inside the kernel, it allows event data
to be safely gathered and processed at arbitrary locations
inside the kernel by compiled trace scripts. Such flexibility comes at a price, however. The DTrace implementa∗ Work supported by a grant from Intel Corp., by NSF grants
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tion is complex and requires many operating-system services such as run-time symbol information, which may
not be present in (space-constrained) embedded systems.
Further, interrupts are disabled while executing trace
scripts, which makes it unfit for use in real-time systems. Other dynamic instrumentation approaches based
on binary re-writing such as kerninst [12] also require
substantial in-kernel infrastructure. The K42 kernel [8]
provides a lock-free, unified performance monitoring facility. While it provides a high-performance event tracing facility, its implementation is closely tied to the
memory-management implementation of the K42 operating system, and thus cannot be easily ported to other
operating systems. Disabled events incur an overhead
of four instructions [19], some of which access main
memory and affect branch prediction. Also, the use
of potentially unbounded lock-free retry loops in K42’s
buffer implementation may restrict its applicability in
hard real-time environments. The Ferret framework has
been designed specifically for the Dresden Real-Time
Operating System Project (DROPS) [10] and is based on
a rather heavy-weight architecture. It is designed to allow tracing of real-time and best-effort tasks, system services, and the microkernel. However, the reliance on an
event-structure description language and a custom tool
chain restricts the portability of the framework. While
tools that capture instruction-level execution traces such
as Nirvana [1] provide a wealth of information for offline analysis, their use for obtaining real-world timing
information is limited due to high overheads.
Motivation and contributions. In this paper, we
present a light-weight, multiprocessor-safe tracing
toolkit called Feather-Trace. Our motivations in producing this toolkit were two-fold. First, our research group
has been engaged in an ongoing development effort involving a system called LITMUSRT [3, 4, 17], which
extends the base Linux kernel so that different scheduling and synchronization methods can be loaded as plugin components. The primary focus of our LITMUSRT related research has been scheduling and synchronization support for multiprocessor real-time systems. Our

current development platform for LITMUSRT is a fourprocessor machine. In order to debug scheduling and
synchronization code in LITMUSRT , we needed a tracing mechanism that could be used on a multiprocessor with very low overhead, and that could be invoked
anywhere in the kernel. We found that existing tracing
mechanisms were ill-suited for our purposes. Second,
in devising and evaluating synchronization mechanisms
implemented in LITMUSRT [2, 3], we desired to have
a better understanding of locking patterns that are typical of “real-world” systems, so that we could optimize
these mechanisms for common-case scenarios. Linux itself is certainly a real-world system, so we desired to
trace its behavior to assess the frequency, duration, and
degree of nesting in lock accesses. To validate our trace
data, we also instrumented several soft real-time multimedia applications. Again, we found existing tracing
facilities to be unsuitable for our purposes. Rather than
providing a complete tracing framework, we found that
our needs were best met by a highly-portable toolkit that
can be easily integrated into existing operating systems
with some “glue code.” In Feather-Trace, trace events
are checked via a single unconditional jump instruction,
and trace data is collected in wait-free buffers that can be
efficiently accessed on different processors. Although
we were motivated by the specific concerns just noted in
producing Feather-Trace, because it is very light-weight,
can be used anywhere in the kernel, and it is portable,
it should be of use to others engaged in kernel-related
research. To the best of our knowledge, Feather-Trace
is the first static tracing toolkit that achieves a singleinstruction overhead in the case of both enabled and disabled tracing events.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present Feather-Trace. In Section 3, as a case
study, we present some measurements of the locking behavior of the Linux kernel and several soft real-time applications. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude.

2 Feather-Trace
To trace the execution of an operating system, a toolkit
must provide methods to embed “triggers” in the program text and to collect data for offline analysis. The
purpose of a trigger is to redirect the flow of execution
to a user-provided callback function that can take appropriate actions such as collecting performance data or
checking invariants for debugging purposes.
To be of practical use, several requirements must
be met. First, it should be possible to selectively enable and disable triggers, since it is likely that only
a specific aspect of an operating system is being in-

spected at any time. Second, no assumption concerning the execution context and preemptivity should be
made so that triggers can be placed anywhere in the
kernel, including interrupt handlers. Third, the framework should be multiprocessor-safe and it should not introduce additional mutual-exclusion requirements—by
“multiprocessor-safe,” we mean that tracing actions on
one processor should not adversely affect other processors. Further, to increase portability and suitability for
embedded platforms, only very little support should be
required from the operating system. Of course, any overheads introduced by the tracing framework must be kept
at a minimum. This implies that the trigger code should
be short and affect neither cache performance nor the
processor’s branch prediction accuracy negatively. Ideally, a disabled trigger should incur no costs.

2.1

Event Trigger

In Feather-Trace, event triggers are realized as C preprocessor macros (ft eventX(), where X is the number of arguments) that insert trigger code realized with
inline assembly instructions. Thus, as is always the case
with static instrumentation, events can only be added at
compile time. While this may be an unacceptable limitation in the case of general-purpose operating systems
such as Solaris, dynamic instrumentation has the disadvantage that enabled events incur the (considerable)
costs of a CPU exception [10]. Also, if a custom exception handler were to be required, then adding tracing
to an existing operating system would require intrusive
modifications of its exception-handling code, thereby
drastically increasing development effort.
The trigger code must accomplish three tasks. First,
it must determine whether the event is enabled. If it is
enabled, it must collect the necessary context information and invoke the callback function associated with the
event. Finally, it must restore the processor context so
that the original code surrounding the trigger can proceed correctly.
To achieve the goal of negligible overhead, the decision whether to invoke the callback function must
be made as quickly as possible. Therefore, we chose
the following approach (illustrated in Fig. 1): the
ft eventX() macro precedes the invocation of the
callback function with an unconditional jump instruction (jmp) that skips over the rest of the trigger code.
Thus, events are initially disabled. To enable an event,
the offset parameter of the jump instruction is set to zero,
which effectively disables the jump. As a result, the required context information is pushed on the stack and
control is transferred to the callback function.
Since the trigger code is less than 128 bytes long, in
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Figure 1: An illustration of the trigger assembly code.
(a) In the disabled state, the jump instruction will skip
the invocation of the callback. (b) In the enabled state,
the jump instruction’s offset is zero.
the Intel x86 instruction set, the unconditional jump including the offset can be encoded in two bytes. The jump
instruction code in the first byte (0xeb) is followed by
a signed eight-bit integer, which is the offset of the desired destination. To enable or disable an event, only the
offset must be changed. Since eight-bit write operations
to arbitrary byte-aligned addresses are guaranteed to be
atomic on the Intel x86 platform, enabling and disabling
events is multiprocessor-safe.
To summarize: events can be safely enabled and disabled on multiprocessors. No operating-system support
is necessary and no locking/mutual-exclusion support is
required. If an event is disabled, then only one additional
instruction is executed compared to the case if there were
no trigger code present. On the other hand, if an event
is enabled, then only one additional instruction is executed compared to a normal function call. Determining
whether a given event is enabled with only a single instruction that does not access memory (and which also
has no effects on either branch prediction or pipelining)
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Figure 2: An illustration of a wait-free bufer for n = 4
and f = 2. Slot 0 is ready, Slot 1 is busy and being
written, Slots 2 and 3 are free. The current read index
r points to the next ready slot (Slot 0), and the current
write index w points to the next free slot (Slot 2).
in both the enabled and the disabled case is arguably optimal. An additional small overhead can be incurred because the compiler may be forced to (re-)load some registers before and after the trigger code. This effect can
be reduced by placing triggers mainly at the start and
end of functions.

2.2

Data Collection

A tracing framework is of no utility if it does not offer
a method to collect data. To keep the overhead of enabled events low, any trace data should be temporarily
accumulated in an in-memory buffer and be transferred
to stable storage after a certain number of samples have
been obtained. To support multiprocessors, such a buffer
must allow for multiple concurrent writers and, for similar reasons as is the case for triggers, should not rely on
mutual exclusion to achieve correctness. While read operations should be possible in parallel with write operations, there is usually no great need for multiple readers,
since typically a single reader is tasked with flushing the
buffer to stable storage.
To attain the stated goals, Feather-Trace provides
a wait-free FIFO-buffer implementation to store event
data. The buffer is said to be wait-free since no locks are
required and each read and write operation completes
in a bounded number of steps (such is not the case when
lock-free retry loops are used). Our implementation supports arbitrarily many concurrent writers. To simplify
the data structure and to improve performance, we allow
only one concurrent reader.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, a buffer consists of n slots.
Slots may be of arbitrary but uniform size s. Each slot
is associated with a slot marker that indicates the current state of the slot. A slot may be either free, busy,
or ready. For each buffer, the number of free slots f
(a signed 32-bit integer), the current write index w, and
the current read index r (both unsigned 32-bit integers)
are maintained. We require that n divides the maximum value that an unsigned 32-bit integer can store, i.e.,

unsigned i n t r = 0 , w = 0 , e = 0 ;
int f = n ;
s t a r t w r i t e ( void ∗∗ p t r ) {
unsigned i n t idx ;
i f ( fetch and dec ( f ) <= 0) {
/∗ b u f f e r f u l l ∗/
atomic inc ( f );
atomic inc ( e );
∗ p t r = NULL ;
return 0 ;
} else {
/∗ s l o t reserved ∗/
i d x = f e t c h a n d i n c (w) % n ;
m a r k e r [ i d x ] = SLOT BUSY ;
∗ p t r = & s l o t [ idx ] ;
return 1 ;
}
f i n i s h w r i t e ( void ∗ p t r ) {
unsigned i n t idx ;
idx = ( p t r − & s l o t [ 0 ] ) / s ;
m a r k e r [ i d x ] = SLOT READY ;
}
read ( void ∗ d e s t ) {
unsigned i n t idx ;
if ( f == n)
/∗ nothing available ∗/
return 0 ;
idx = r % n ;
i f ( m a r k e r [ i d x ] = = SLOT READY ) {
memcpy ( d e s t , & s l o t [ i d x ] , s ) ;
m a r k e r [ i d x ] = SLOT FREE ;
r ++;
atomic inc ( f );
return 1 ;
} else
return 0 ;
}

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for the methods used to access
the wait-free buffers provided by Feather-Trace.
232 mod n = 0. This allows us to ignore integer overflows, which is a minor performance improvement.
To detect missed samples, the number of failed writes
is stored in the error count e. (A write fails if the
buffer is full.) Pseudo-code for the buffer access methods is given in Fig. 3. The implementation relies
on the atomic XADD (“exchange and add”) instruction,
which is used to realize fetch and dec/inc() and
atomic inc(). Writers access the buffer by first invoking start write() to obtain a pointer to a free
slot. A slot is reserved in two steps. First, the number
of free slots f is read and decremented atomically to reserve a slot. If a reservation can be made (f > 0 holds),
then the next free slot is obtained by atomically reading and incrementing w. Since n divides 232 , a potential
overflow of w does not need to be handled. The slot
is marked as busy to prevent a concurrent reader from

observing incomplete data. If no slot is available, then
the reservation is canceled by atomically incrementing
f and the error count e. The single reader accesses the
buffer by first checking whether there exist non-free slots
by comparing f and n. If there exists such a slot, then
the reader checks the slot’s state, and if the slot is ready,
copies the slot’s contents to a reader-provided location
such as I/O buffers.
The multi-writer, single-reader, wait-free FIFO
buffer provided by Feather-Trace offers a low-overhead
method to store uniformly-sized data items. The limitation of uniformly-sized items can be easily dealt with by
providing several buffers of different sizes. As both the
provided event triggers and FIFO buffers are designed to
minimize overheads, Feather-Trace can be used to trace
highly performance-critical code sections. For example,
as explained in more detail in the next section, we have
used the toolkit to measure critical section lengths in the
Linux kernel. This was made possible in part because
the code used to obtain and store time stamps, including
the event trigger, consists of only 61 instructions, which
is a negligible overhead in most cases.
Since the toolkit is minimally intrusive and makes no
assumptions on the availability of operating-system services, it can be easily integrated into existing code bases.
For example, we have used Feather-Trace to obtain event
traces in both the Linux kernel and the FreeBSD kernel by implementing a custom device driver that exports the accumulated event data to user space. Further,
by pre-loading Feather-Trace (packaged in a shared library) into dynamically linked user space applications,
we were able to record the locking behavior of various
soft real-time multimedia applications.

3 Case Study: Locking in Linux
One motivation for the development of Feather-Trace
was to allow us to obtain empirical results on the frequency, degree of nesting, and duration of critical sections in “real-world” systems. In prior work, Devi et
al. [6] measured the length of critical sections accessing
common data structures in order to generate task sets
for schedulability-analysis purposes [6]. The method
employed by them, however, cannot give insight into
the nesting depth and the distribution of lock requests,
as it relies on measuring synthetic tasks. Other studies
have assessed the impact of lock-free synchronization
on large scientific applications [15, 16]. Unfortunately,
these benchmarks are mostly concerned with overall performance and do not reveal the nature of individual critical sections. In this paper, we seek to provide additional
data points on “real-world” locking behavior by measur-

ing critical sections in both the Linux kernel under various workloads and several soft real-time applications.
In the following subsections, we say that a lock request has a nesting depth of n if the processor already
was holding n locks at the time of the request. Further,
we define the critical section length of a lock to be the
length of the time interval that starts when the lock is
successfully acquired and ends just before it is released
again, i.e., the cost of acquiring the lock itself is not included.

3.1

Kernel Modifications

We modified the Linux kernel, version 2.6.20,
to capture timing information on critical section
lengths.
The Linux kernel employs two different kinds of locks, spinlocks (contention is handled
by busy-waiting) and semaphores (processes are suspended in case of contention). To trace spinlocks,
we changed the locking primitives spin lock(),
read lock(), write lock(), and the corresponding unlock primitives (as well as special cases such as
spin lock irqsave()) to include event triggers after a lock has been acquired and before a lock is released.
To trace semaphores, we modified mutex lock(),
down(), and related primitives such as down read()
in a similar fashion. At each event, a time stamp was
obtained by reading the TSC register (which can be read
from both user and kernel space) and the sample consisting of the time stamp, the CPU on which the event
occurred, the address of the lock involved, and the type
of the event (enter critical section, or exit critical section) was stored in a Feather-Trace buffer. That buffer
was made available to user space by means of a custom
character device driver.

3.2

Setup of the Experiments

To obtain insight into the kernel’s locking behavior, we
executed various test workloads and captured locking
events during several intervals of 60 seconds each. Our
particular test platform is an SMP consisting of two 32bit Intel(R) Xeon(TM) processors running at 2.70 GHz,
with 8K instruction and data caches, and a unified 512K
L2 cache per processor, and 2 GB of main memory.
The results of three workloads are presented in this
paper. First, we obtained a trace from an otherwise idle
system. Second, we traced the locking behavior of the
Linux kernel while compiling a copy of the kernel itself.
Last, we used the stress utility [18] to generate a test
load of three processes that stressed the memory management and I/O subsystems of the kernel.
The captured event traces were analyzed offline as
follows. After filtering incomplete event sequences (i.e.,

lock accesses that were missing one of the two expected timestamps), the remaining lock requests were
annotated with their respective nesting depth. Incomplete sequences may occur at both the beginning and the
end of the trace interval and when there is insufficient
buffer space available. The clock speed of the processors
(2.70 GHz) was used to convert raw cycle-count timestamps to microseconds. Finally, histograms of the nesting level and the critical section length (with a bin size
of 0.1µs), the cumulative distribution, and the average
critical section length were computed for both spinlocks
and semaphores.

3.3

Results

After filtering, the traces contained valid events for a
total of 2,366,122 (idle system), 25,002,249 (compile
test), and 70,807,495 (stress test) spinlock and 51,360
(idle system), 4,880,570 (compile test), and 18,998,386
(stress test) semaphore acquisitions.
The distribution of the spinlock nesting depth is
shown in Fig. 4. The maximum nesting depth in the
presented data is four under load and three on an idle
system. One can clearly see that the vast majority of
lock acquisitions are non-nested, e.g., under load, more
than 85 percent of all lock requests have a nesting depth
of zero. When comparing the nesting depth distribution
of an idle system to the distribution observed during the
stress test, one can see two trends. First, maximum nesting depth increases from three to four (nesting depths as
deep as six have been observed in traces not presented
here, but occur so rarely that they are hard to reproduce), which reveals that there exist deeply nested lock
requests that are only required very seldomly. Second,
the percentage of non-nested lock requests increases under load, which can be attributed to the fact that the number of shared objects that are mostly accessed in a nonnested fashion increases under load. As can be seen in
Fig. 6, critical sections protected by semaphores are less
frequently subject to nesting as those protected by spinlocks. Semaphore requests exceeding two levels of nesting were not observed in any of the traces.
In Fig. 5, the distribution of spinlock critical section
lengths is depicted. While the distributions do have a
long tail, more than 96 percent of all observed critical
sections are shorter than 5µs. Inset (a) depicts the distribution of an idle system. Since system-call activity
is low, most lock requests are issued by interrupt handlers. One can clearly see two distinctive spikes as a
result, because the critical sections encountered in periodic activities such as the timer-interrupt service routine contribute the majority of observed critical sections.
The average critical section length observed in an idle
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Figure 4: Distribution of nested spinlock accesses in the
Linux kernel under various work loads.

Figure 5: Distribution of spinlock critical section length
in the Linux kernel. More than 96 percent of all observed
critical sections were shorter than 5µs.
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Figure 6: Distribution of nested semaphore accesses in
the Linux kernel under various work loads.

Figure 7: Distribution of semaphore critical section
length. Under load, more than 93 percent of all observed
critical sections were shorter than 13µs.

system was 0.67µs. The distribution of critical section
lengths observed in the compile benchmark is shown
in inset (b). The impact of the periodic activities decreases noticeably compared to an idle system. As a
result of the kernel actually doing “real” work on behalf of user-space processes, the critical section lengths
are spread out over a wider range. The average critical
section length observed in this benchmark increased to
0.81µs. The trend continues in inset (c), which depicts
the distribution observed under the stress test. In this
case, the kernel has to service many “expensive” system calls, so that the center of the distribution is shifted
noticeably to the right. The average observed critical
section length was 1.24µs. In Fig. 7, the distribution of
semaphore critical section lengths is shown. Critical sections protected by semaphores are typically significantly
longer than those protected by spinlocks. The average
observed critical section lengths were 6.3µs (stress test),
6.4µs (compile test), and 14.9 µs (idle system).

3.4

Soft Real-Time Applications

Since the Linux kernel may not be representative of realtime applications, we conducted similar experiments
with several multimedia applications running on top of
Linux 2.6.23-rc3 to ensure the validity of our conclusions. The results for three of the benchmarks are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. (Because the distributions did not contain characteristic spikes, we chose to present them as
cumulative distributions instead.) With each tested application, we used Feather-Trace to instrument the acquisition and release of user space binary semaphores
as provided by the POSIX thread (pthread) library.
As was the case with the kernel, cycle-count timestamps were used to determine the beginning and end
of a critical section. The data depicted in Insets (a)
and (b) was obtained by instrumenting two popular open
source video players (Video Lan Client (VLC) [13] and
Xine [14]) over a period of one hour. Inset (c) shows
the behavior of Tux Racer [9], an interactive 3D video
game, over a period of about one minute. Since these
applications need to ensure that both visual and audio
content is presented to the user in a timely manner they
can be considered to be soft real-time applications.
Fig. 8 clearly shows the nesting characteristics of the
three applications. While nesting almost never occurs
in Tux Racer, and only very rarely in Xine, it is used
more commonly in the VLC video player. However,
non-nested accesses, which make up more than 70 percent of the critical sections, are still the common case.
A nesting level greater than three was never observed in
the tested multimedia applications.
Distributions of critical section lengths are depicted

in Fig. 9. As opposed to the nesting levels, the cumulative critical section length distributions of the instrumented applications are somewhat similar. In all
cases, more than 95 (99) percent of the critical sections
are shorter than 5µs (10µs). This indicates that critical
sections in multimedia applications are typically even
shorter than those observed in the kernel. This observations is also supported by a significantly lower average
critical section length (compared to the average length
of in-kernel semaphore-protected critical sections).
Our results strongly support the wide-spread assumption that the vast majority of critical sections in many
settings are short and non-nested. While deep nesting does occur in practice, nesting depths of three or
more occur only rarely. Critical sections longer than 5µs
(13µs) are rare in the case of spinlocks (semaphores, under load) in the kernel. In multimedia applications, they
tend to be even shorter. Thus, our data supports the claim
that the common case in practice is short, non-nested
lock requests.

4 Conclusion
This paper presented Feather-Trace, a new light-weight
static tracing toolkit that is both highly portable and can
be used for performance data collection as well as debugging purposes. Because Feather-Trace uses neither
locks nor retry loops, it is suitable for hard real-time environments. Further, since disabled events incur only
the negligible overhead of one additional instruction per
event, there is no need to remove Feather-Trace in production releases.
As a case study and to support our ongoing work
on multiprocessor real-time synchronization, we used
Feather-Trace to obtain the frequency, duration, and degree of nesting in lock accesses in both the Linux kernel
under various workloads and soft real-time applications.
Our measurements strongly support the wide-spread assumption that short, non-nested critical sections are by
far the common case in practice.
As mentioned in the introduction, we believe that
Feather-Trace may be of interest to a wider audience of
embedded and real-time systems developers. Our implementation is available under a permissive open source
license at the first author’s home page1 .
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